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1999 Lexus ES 300 V6-3.0L (1MZ-FE)
Vehicle > Transmission and Drivetrain > Automatic Transmission/Transaxle > Description and Operation > Components > System Outline

ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED TRANSMISSION & A/T INDICATOR

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      

 

      

 

Previous automatic transaxle have selected each gear shift using the mechanically controlled throttle hydraulic pressure, governor hydraulic pressure and
lock-up hydraulic pressure. The electronically controlled transmission, however, electrically controls the line pressure and lock-up pressure etc., through the
solenoid valve. Engine control module control of the solenoid valve based on the input signals from each sensor makes smooth driving possible by shift
selection for each gear which is most appropriate to the driving conditions at that time.

 1. GEAR SHIFT OPERATION
    When driving, the engine warm up condition is input as a signal to TERMINAL THW of the engine control module from the engine coolant temp. sensor and
the vehicle speed signal from speedometer is input to TERMINAL SPD of the engine control module. At the time, the throttle valve opening signal from the
throttle position sensor is input to TERMINAL VTA 1 of the engine control module as throttle angle signal.
    Based on these signals, the engine control module selects the best shift position for the driving conditions and sends current to the electronically
controlled transmission solenoid.

 2. LOCK-UP OPERATION
    When the engine control module judges from each signal that lock-up operation conditions have been met, current flows from TERMINAL DSL of the engine
control module to TERMINAL 3 of the electronically controlled transmission solenoid to GROUND, causing continuity to the lock-up solenoid and causing
lock-up operation.

 3. STOP LIGHT SW CIRCUIT
    If the brake pedal is depressed (Stop light SW ON) when driving in lack-up condition, a signal is input to TERMINAL STP of the engine control module, the
engine control module operates and continuity to the lock-up solenoid is cut.

 4. OVERDRIVE CIRCUIT
*  Overdrive ON

       When the O/D main SW is turned ON (O/D off indicator light turns off), a signal is input to TERMINAL OD2 of the engine control module and engine control
module operation causes gear shift when the conditions for overdrive are met.

*  Overdrive OFF
       When the O/D main SW is turned to OFF (O/D off indicator light turns on), the current flowing through the O/D OFF indicator light flows through the O/D
main SW to GROUND. Causing the indicator light to light up. At the same time a signal is input to TERMINAL OD2 of the engine control module and engine
control nodule operation prevents shift into overdrive.
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